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Reason for *
change:

Section 7.2 states a dependence on ISO 19103, explicitly including the
statement that ISO 19103 Time & DateTime are used directly.
However, at 7.2.9, the specification defines its own Time class (in
the Simple Components package).
Similarly, the timePositionType is "A minor variation on
gml:TimePositionUnion" (annotation in XSD) - is the benefit of
this non-standard approach worth while?
This has lead to confusion when using the class: when is it useful/
necessary / appropriate to use the SWE Time class, and when is the ISO
Time class more relevant?

Summary of *
change:

Either drop the SWE Time class, or clearly document the circumstances
in which it should be used in preference to ISO 19103 Time.
If it is kept, correct the definitions: the XML at 8.1.8 & in the
schema defines Time.value as type=swe:TimePosition, and this is a few
times in the text. However, the UML at Figure 7.13 uses TM_Position,
which implies the standard ISO 19108 class & therefore the

standard GML encoding.

Consequences if Continued confusion when creating application schemas that use SWE (e.g. for INSPIRE)
not approved:
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